chapter XXII
VTOLLS *AD OTHER ISLANDS   MICRONESIA
N
OTHING about the Pacific captures the imagination
of \outh and age so readily as the desert island of
fiction—the atoll in actual fact And equally nothing is
more disappointing m the reality of closer acquaintance No
more monotonous life or restricted outlook can be imagined
than that on those sand} shehes perched just above the level
of the surf An element of excitement which is not so
attractne on the spot is added by the chance of being swept
into the deep by tidal wave or hurricane at any time The
origin and general formation of the atoll has already been
sketched but there is perhaps need for more colour in the
picture Alolls consist usually of
coral belts frequently not more than a mile wide or even less of a
circular o\al or e\en triangular form enclosing in the majority of
cases a central lagoon with an entrance on the side opposite to the
direction of the prevailing trade wind. These passages are in some
instances navigable for \essels of large tonnage in others they
consist of a mere depression in the surface of the reef sufficient to
enable the natives to paddle their fishing canoes in and out of the
lagoon at high tide The lagoons themselves are generally shallow
though in some places they exhibit vast hollows with an apparent
depth of 50 or more fathoms Their appearance is most extra
ordinary and beautiful the water from the absence of the debris of
streams or any kind of alluvium exhibits so surprising a transparency
that an object of the size of a mans hand may in calm weather be
distinctly seen at a depth of 60 fathoms The aspect of the bottom
is that of a wilderness of marine vegetation of the most wonderful
forms and goifeeous colours seeming in some places to be spread
over the surfaces of the sloping hills in others to be growing out
from the sides of tall pillars or towers pierced with vast caves in
which the refracted beams of the sunshine cause the water to glow
with the colours of the opal and the innumerable species of zoophytes
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